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Press Release Summary: BlackjackRadar.com free blackjack 
basic strategy calculation freeware software discovered that by 
using the new latest calculated optimal perfect blackjack 
strategy charts calculated by the software, playing Black-jack 
on-line online at some online casinos gives the gambling player 
better odds chances to win the blackjack 21 casino game then 
the dealer at the internet casino site has.  

Press Release Body: As a response to the latest advances in blackjack 
21 statistical calculations academic research, The Blackjack radar 
company released a brand new version of its freeware blackjack 
perfect playing strategies calculator software for the online blackjack 
21 casino game, using the software new optimal playing calculations 



methods this freeware product found that some online casino gambling 
sites have a negative expectation (EV expected value) in the house 
dealer edge, meaning that the common user who is playing the 
optimal perfect blackjack 21 games strategy has real winning odds 
betting edge over the dealer at the casino online.  

Statistical data has shown that usually in blackjack 21 casinos game 
the web casino (the "house") has a big statistical odds edge, even 
when their user is playing the complete perfect blackjack 21 
strategies, at the end of the day the gambling BJ 21 player will lose all 
of it money, but now, using the latest math combinatorial research, 
the freeware product BlackjackRadar, the black jack basic and 
advance strategy calculation free software, has demonstrated that a 
few internet casinos at their blackjack house rules set, lose all of their 
dealer edge over the normal gambler who will play the newly 
calculated optimal strategy chart table, making that the casino online 
gambler actually be a real money winning player by playing just 
according to the optimum strategy at these casinos online websites. 

"Many casino 21 black jack web site operators do fear the usage of an 
automated blackjack strategy calculator software by their casino 
visitors, but they do now understand that it is today a normal practice 
to do so by a lot of casino online gamblers, This is why these site 
owners make it hard for any of their users to completely understand 
their house blackjack rules set, The newly published freeware 
BlackjackRadar software product has now mapped the safest and most 
trusted net casino internet sites on the web and studied all of their 
black-jack 21 dealers edge and their casino house rules and finally 
produced a very easy to understand results of perfect blackjack 
playing strategy table and charts for each one of the on line casinos, 
letting now everyone be able to just play an optimal perfect blackjack 
21 strategy at any of these online casinos" says BlackjackRadar 
director Greg Wagners. 

The new Blackjack Radar Calculator found internet online casinos 
where the online gambling player has a real positive edge over the 
deal at the internetcasino. The "Casino Edge", "Dealer Edge" or "House 
Edge" is the actual chance percentage that the casino dealer has to 
win over the online player, even when an online gambling player is 
playing a perfect blackjack strategy. usually the House Dealer Edge 
can go up to 5% in favor of the dealer at the onlinecasino, which really 
means that in the long run the virtual casino will always have many 
more BJ 21 winning sessions than any common player and that is 
exactly how the virtualcasino makes its gambling money profits.  



BlackjackRadar as a really unique and highly innovative free 
gambling software product for calculating the optimal blackjack 21 
strategy and winning odds calculations for each and every possible 
blackjack hand, and it instantly recommends how the BJ player should 
play in each case. Blackjack Radar always calculates the winnings 
odds based on the specific blackjack game rules set of each and every 
online casino, in the software user interface, the software user can 
now choose the online casino site name in which he wishes to play 
blackjack and the specific black jack game name at that Internet 
Casino website and then by clicking the calculation optimal strategy 
button, he will get immediately the right strategy chart showing him 
exactly what action he should be taking for each black jack hand he 
gets. In its newest lab research and calculation methods, the 
Blackjack Radar software found several Online Casinos with a true 
positive casino BJ winning expected value for gamblers, which means 
really that the blackjack web casino expected value (EV) for the 
dealers house edge is negative so the blackjack player has much more 
statistical chances to win against the blackjack dealer at the net casino 
itself, However, Greg Wagners also says that this situations are 
usually very rare in the on line gambling industry and by identifying 
these online casinos and the online poker rooms which use these 
blackjack rule sets for their pokerrooms blackjack side bets game, can 
bring a huge advantage to their online blackjack players. 

"Once the online casino blackjack players are getting this free software 
tutoring product, many begin to finally realize that this is a once in a 
lifetime blackjack 21 learning course education opportunity to truly 
make some good and big changes in their usual way of playing the 
blackjack online casino games and start winning at blackjack games 
constantly" says Greg Wagners. 

This BlackjackRadar Strategies calculator product is now being 
constantly changed and enhanced with all of the new discovered 
perfect blackjack play strategy winnings systems math methods and 
the latest research on odds probability calculations. 

The product also tries to list many of the upcoming on line casinos 
21blackjack tournaments, the black jack 21 nodeposit needed freerolls 
at the online casinos schedule, and the blackjack21 casinos deposit 
and signup bonus promo codes offers and sign up bonuses promotional 
exclusive offers along with the sign up and 1st time deposit bonuses 
for many new blackjack players in black jack online rooms over the 
web. 



"We are very pleased to now offer this blackjack strategy calculator 
software freeware casino gambling tool available to all on-line 
blackjack21 casinos players for free," said Greg Wagners, "What is 
very nice about this new black jack Radar Perfect Strategies Calculator 
freeware software is that it is now always ready to help the user while 
he is playing casino blackjack online. We are confident that many 
users will now find this highly innovative blackjack helper tool solution 
very easy to use while being highly effective in the learning of how to 
play blackjack the right winning way" 

For additional info, downloading and useing the free Blackjack 
Perfect Optimal Winning Strategies Calculator, go to 
http://www.BlackjackRadar.com/. 

BlackjackRadar is a leading Casinos 21Blackjack Strategy 
Calculation Calculator free casino tool software publisher vendor. 
Blackjack Radars freeware software offerings are now primarily 
designed to help and assist blackjack 21 casino gambling players to 
improve their casino 21 blackjack games playing skill at any of the 
twenty one black jack game variations. For any additional details 
about this Online Blackjack Casinos Tool company, please visit the 
company site at http://www.BlackjackRadar.com. 
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